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A classification is given of all u-algebras that make two given u-algebras 
conditionally independent in the case that the u-algebras are generated by finite 
dimensional Gaussian random variables. In addition a classification is given of all 
Gaussian measures that have the conditional independence property and such that 
restricted to a subspace, they coincide with a given measure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present the solution of the weak and strong 
probabilistic realization problem for o-algebras generated by finite dimen- 
sional Gaussian random variables. 
The stochastic realization problem in stochastic system theory is to 
construct stochastic dynamic system representations for stochastic processes. 
There is a growing literature on this subject [4, 5, 7, 91 mainly for Gaussian 
processes. The problem is still not satisfactorily solved. One open question in 
the Gaussian case is the explicit classification of all minimal stochastic 
realizations. In a static setting the stochastic realization problem reduces to 
the probabilistic realization problem, to be formulated below. In this paper 
this problem will be solved. The solution given may provide insight in the 
classification of minimal Gaussian stochastic realizations. 
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The main concept in stochastic realization theory, as shown in [7, 91, is 
the conditional independence relation for u-algebras. This relation is a key 
property in many areas of probability theory and stochastic processes. 
Examples of such areas are sufftcient statistics, Markov processes, infor- 
mation theory, random fields, and stochastic system theory. 
What is the problem here? Assume given two jointly Gaussian random 
variables and consider the u-algebras that they generate. One may ask for all 
the o-algebras that make these two a-algebras conditional independent. To 
exclude some trivial answers the concept of a minimal u-algebra that makes 
these two u-algebras conditional independent must be introduced. The strong 
probabilistic realization problem is then to show existence of u-algebras that 
make two given u-algebras minimal conditional independent, to classify all 
such u-algebras and to develop an algorithm that constructs these u-algebras. 
The weak probabilistic realization problem is analogous to the above 
problem, except that in this case the underlying probability space may be 
constructed. A still open problem is the probabilistic realization problem in 
the case that the u-algebras are arbitrary, not necessarily generated by 
Gaussian random variables. 
The approach of the paper is a mixture of probabilistic and geometric 
analysis. The main objects of the paper are u-algebras generated by finite 
dimensional Gaussian random variables. From Neveu [6] it is clear that a 
Hilbert-space framework may be used in this case. This approach has been 
followed in IS]. This line of work however, is insufficient for an explicit 
analytic classification. Because of the restriction to u-algebras generated by 
finite dimensional Gaussian random variables such a classification may be 
obtained. 
A brief symmary of the paper follows. The problem formulation is given 
in the next section, while some preliminaries are presented in Section 3. The 
weak probabilistic realization problem is solved in Section 4 and the strong 
probabilistic realization problem in Section 5. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In this section some notation is introduced and the problem defined. Let 
(Q, F, P) denote a complete probability space, consisting of a set Q, a u- 
algebra F, and a probability measure P. Let 
F = (G a u-algebra of elements of R ] G c F, completed with all 
the null-sets of F}, 
and for G E F 
L+(G) = {x: J2 + R + ( x is G-measurable}. 
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If y: R + Rk is a random variable, then FY = a(( y }) E F is the u-algebra 
generated by y. If F,, F, E F, then (F, V F,) E F denotes the smallest u- 
algebra that contains both F, and F,. The notation (F, , F2) E Z is used to 
indicate that F, , F, are independent a-algebras. Here R n will be equipped 
with the u-algebra of the Lebesgue measurable sets, together denoted by 
(R ‘7 B,,). 
2.1. DEFINITION. The conditional independence relation for a triple of u- 
algebras F,, F,, G E F is defined by the condition that for all y, E L +(F,), 
~2 EL+(F,) 
E[Y, Y, I Gl =E~Y, I Cl E[Y, I Gl. 
Equivalently, if E[ y, (F, V G] =E[ y, 1 G] for all y, E L+(F,). Then one 
says that F,, F, are conditional independent given G. Notation 
(Fl, G, F2) E CL 1 
The equivalence follows from [ 1, 11.451. 
Some notation will be introduced. Let 
z, = {1,2, 3 )... }, N= (0, 1,2 )... }, 
and for nEZ, 
Z, = { 1, 2 ,..., n), N, = (0, 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
IfnEZ+,QERnX”, then Q’ denotes the transpose of Q; if Q is symmetric, 
then Q > 0 denotes that Q is positive definite and Q > 0 that it is strictly 
positive definite. 
A finite dimensional Gaussian random variable with parameters n E Z, , 
PER”, QERnX”, satisfying Q = Q’ > 0, is a random variable x: J2 + R” 
such that for all u E R” 
E[exp(iuTx)] = exp(iuTp - f uTQu). 
Notation. Let x E G(,u, Q); (xi ,..., xm) E G(,u, Q) will denote, with 
XT = (XT,..., xi), x E G(,u, Q), If x E G, then Q,, may denote its covariance 
matrix. The notation G(D, Q) will stand for a Gaussian measure on (R”, B,) 
as indicated above, when n is clear from the context. 
2.2. DEFINITION. The Gaussian conditional independence relation for a 
triple of u-algebras FYI, FX, Fy2 E F generated by y, : R + Rkl, y2: Sz -+ Rk’, 
x: 0 + R”, is defined by: 
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(1) (FYI, FX, Fy*) E CI, 
(2) (Y 1, x,Y,) E G. 
Notation (FYI, FX, Fy2) E CIG. I 
Given (yi, yJ E G there exists a random variable x such that 
(FYI, FX, Fy2) E CIG. For example, x =yi or x = y,, are such random 
variables. From many viewpoints it is of interest to ask for a minimal 
dimension for the random variable x. 
2.3. DEFINITION. The minimal Gaussian conditional independence 
relation for a triple of u-algebras F yl, FYI, FX E F generated by y, : 52 -+ Rkl, 
y, : 0 -+ R k2, x: Q -+ R” is defined by: 
(1) (FYI, Fx, FyZ) E CIG; 
(2) if FX1 E F, Fxl c FX, (FYI, FX1, Fy2) E CIG, 
and (y,,yz,x,xl)E G, then FX’=FX. 
Then one says that FX makes Fyi, Fy2 minimal Gaussian conditional 
independent. 
Notation. Let (FYI, FX, Fy2) E GIG,,, . 1 
2.4. PROBLEM. The weak Gaussian probabilistic realization problem for 
a Gaussian measure on (Rk1+k2, Bk,+k2) is: 
(a) to show existence of a state space (R”, B,) and of a Gaussian 
measure P on (Rkl+k2+n, Bk,+k2+J such that, after introduction of the 
canonical variables, 
(1) (FYI, FX, Fy2) E GIG,,, ; 
(2) the measure on (y, , y2) coincides with the given measure; 
the triple (R”, B,, P) will then be called a minimal weak Gaussian 
probabilistic realization of the given measure; 
(b) to classify all such minimal realizations; 
(c) to develop an algorithm that constructs all such minimal 
realizations. I 
2.5. PROBLEM. The strong Gaussian probabilistic realization problem for 
a triple of Gaussian random variables (yr , yZ, u) is: 
(a) to show existence of triples (R ‘, B,, FX), where x: R + R”, such 
that 
(1) (FYI, Fx, Fy2) E GIG,,, ; 
(2) F” c FYI V Fy2 V FU and (y, , y,, U, x) E G; 
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such a triple will then be called a minimal strong Gaussian probabilistic 
realization of the given triple; 
(b) to classify all such minimal realizations; 
(c) to develop an algorithm that constructs all such minimal 
probabilistic realizations. fl 
A technical result on conditional independence is needed that will be 
proved next. Note that if (Fi, G, F2) E CI and F, c F,, then 
(Fx, G, F,) E CL 
2.6. PROPOSITION. If F,,F,,G,,G,EF, (F,,G,VG,,F,)ECL and 
(G,, F, V F, V G,) E I, then (F, , G, , F2) E CI. 
Proof. With g,EL+(G2) and (G,,F,VF,VG,)EZE[g,]F,VG,]= 
E[g,]=E[g,]G,], hence (F,,G,,G,)ECI. Lety,EL+(F,). Then 
E[.Y, lF,V G,I=WIYV, lF,“G,‘JG,l lF,‘JG,l 
=GW, I G, V G,l IF, V G,l 
=Wb, I G,l IF, V G,l = E[Y, I G,l. 
One concludes with the equivalent condition of 2.1. m 
Finally some additional notation for matrices is introduced. For n E Z, 
let 
D, = {A E Rnxn ]A diagonal}, D,‘=(AED,IA>O}, 
D”,’ = (A E 0: ) ifA = diag(a, ,..., a,), then a, > a, > --- > a,,}, 
On= (SER”X”jSST=Z=STS}, 
the set of orthogonal matrices. For A E R”‘” let 
C,(A)= {(As,, S,)E 0, x 0, I S&4 =AS:S,}. 
It is easily verified that C,(A) is an equivalence relation. The set of 
equivalence classes of 0, over C,(A) is denoted by 0,/C,(A). The class of 
matrices that commute with a given matrix is described in [2, l.VIII 21. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section the canonical variable form for Gaussian random variables 
is introduced and an equivalent condition for GIG,,, is derived. These 
preliminaries will be used in the following sections. 
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The following definitions and facts will be used below. Let x E G@, Q) be 
R” valued. A basis for x is any representation (u, Q), and a minimal basis for 
x is a basis such that rank(Q) = n, or Q > 0. A basis transformation is a 
mapping x ++ Sx, where S E R”“” is such that rank(Q) = rank(SQST). In 
general Q is only positive definite, or Q > 0. For such a Q one can always 
find a basis transformation, say x t-+ Sx with SE RRjX”, such that 
n, = rank(Q) = rank(SQST). Then SQS’ > 0. Hence one can always choose 
a minimal basis for x. 
To describe the relationship between two random variables Hotelling [3] 
has introduced the concept of a canonical variable form. For Gaussian 
random variables this form has a rather explicit structure that is stated 
below. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Given y, : B + Rk, yz : R + Rk2, (y,, yz) E G(0, K). 
These random variables are said to be in canonical variable firm if 
7 II I 
z ! A 
K= 
A i z 
0; Z 
E RW,+kdX(k,+kd 
3 
where /i E DiL, A = diag(l,,..., Ak,J, 1 > A, > A, 2 -a* > Aklz > 0. Compat- 
ible with this decomposition let y,, : fi -+ Rkll, y,,: l2 + Rk12, Y,~: l2 -+ Rklf, 
yzl:.R+Rk”, y22:52+Rk’2, yz3:f2-,Rk”, yf=(y;,,y:,,yf,), Y;= 
<yT, , y&, y:,). Furthermore, let 
An interpretation of the canonical variable form may be given: y,3,y23 are 
the components of y,, y2 that are independent of each other; y,, ,yr2 have a 
covariance such that y,, =y,, a.s.; thus y,, ,y12 may be considered as the 
common information between yi ,y, ; finally y12, yz2 are the related 
components of y, ,y2, where the subcomponents of ylz, y,, are ordered such 
that the covariance coefficients are decreasing. 
It is a classical result [S] that for any pair (zr, ZJ E G(0, K,), with 
K, > 0, there exists a basis transformation (zr, z2) ++ (S,z,, S,z,) such that 
(Srz,, S,z,) is in canonical variable form. On the basis of the canonical 
variable form one may formulate a canonical form for Gaussian measures. 
hR3/13/1-9 
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The problem posed in 2.4 is the construction and classification of u- 
algebras that make two given u-algebras minimal Gaussian conditional 
independent. This problem is analogous to the construction of realizations in 
linear system theory. There it is known that a dynamical system has a state 
space of minimal dimension iff the dynamical system is observable and 
controllable. Furthermore, all minimal realizations are equivalent in a well 
defined sense. What remains of this picture in probabilistic realization? The 
concept of probabilistic observability will be defined first. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Given (FYI, F’, Fyz) E CIG. This triple will be called 
probabilistic observable if the map x t-+ E[exp(iuTy,) ( F”] is injective on the 
support of x. It will be called probabilistic reconstructible if the map 
x ++ E[exp(iuTy,) ] FX] is injective on the support of x. 1 
Suppose that through multiple experiments one is able to obtain an 
estimate of the measure of yi for a fixed value of x. Then probabilistic obser- 
vability implies that from this measure one can determine the value of the 
state x uniquely. This property motivates the above definition of probabilistic 
observability. 
With (y, , X, yJ E G(0, Q) and a basis for x such that Q,, > 0 one has 
that 
E[exp(iuTy,) IFXl = ew(iuTQy,,Q.i..x - hTIQyly, - Q,,,Q,;‘Qx,,l u). 
Thus (Fyi, F’, FY2) E CIG is probabilistic observable iff rank(Q,,,) = 
rank(QXX). The following result, an equivalence condition for GIG,,, , is now 
motivated. 
3.3. THEOREM. Given y, : R -+ Rkl, yz : L? --t Rk2, x: LJ -+ R”, the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) (FYI, I;“, FY2) E GIG,{, ; 
(W (1) (yl, GY,) E G; (2) Qyly2 = Q,,,Q,;' Qxy,; (3) rank(Q,,J =
rank(QA = raWQ,,J. 
Here it has been assumed that a basis has been chosen such that Q,, > 0. 
The proof of 3.3 is based on the following intermediate results: 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Given y,:L+Rkl, y,: i2 + Rk2, x:LI+R*, 
(y, , x, y2) E G, suppose that a basis for x has been chosen such that Q,, > 0. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) (FYI, FX, FY2) E CIG; 
(b) Qy,,, = Q,,,Q,;'Qxy,~ 
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ProoJ This is a calculation via the conditional characteristic 
function. 1 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let y,,y2,x be as defmed in 3.4. If 
(Fy’, F”, Fy2) E CIG, 
x, : L’+ Rkl, Xl = m,  I J=l, x2:C+Rk2, x*=E[y*IFX’], 
then (FYI, FX2, FY2) E CIG and rank(Q& = rank(Q,,,,). 
Proof: Because Fxl c F”, 
E( yI ( F”’ V FY2] = E[E[ y, 1 F” V FY2] ( F”’ V FYz] 
= E[E[ y, ) FX] ) F”I V FY2] = E[y, 1 F”] 
= EMY, I Fxl I Fx’l = Eb, I F”‘], 
and with 2.1, (FYI, Fxl, Fy*) E CIG. Similarly, using Fx* c Fxi, one obtains 
that (FYI, FX2, Fy*) E CIG. Then xi = E[ yi ) FX] = Qy,xQ;,lx. Let n, = 
rank(Q,,,,). Then there exists S E R”lxkl such that 
In,=SQx,x,ST=SQy,xQ;xlQx,,ST. 
Then Fxi = Fsxl and 
xz = E[Y, I FSX’l = Qy2x,STQ&x,% = QY2x,STSQy,xQ;rk 
Qx,x, = Qw,STSQy,w 
Let n, = rank(QX2J. Then there exists R E R”2Xk2, such that 
In2 = RQx2x2RT = RQy,y,STSQy,y2RT- 
Define w: R -+ Rn2, w  = Rx,. Then Q,, = I,,*, Fx2 = FW, and rank(Q,,) < 
rank(Q,,,J. By (Fyl, F”, Fy2) = (FYf, F”: Fy2) E GIG and 3.4 rank(Q,,) > 
rank(Q,,,J. The conclusion then follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. If QYIy2= Q,,,Q;,‘Q,,,, then rank(Q,,,) = 
rank(Q,,) = rank(Q,J iff rank(Q,,,J = rank(QXX). a -+ b. By 3.4(b) 
rank(QYly2) < rank(Q,,). Suppose that rank(QylY2) < rank(Q,,). As in 3.5 
define x, = E[Y, I J=l, x2 = E[y, I FX’l, and conclude that 
(Fyi, Fx2, FY2) E CIG and rank(Q,,,) = rank(Qyly2) < rank(Q,,). This and 
FX2 c FX contradicts the minimality. Thus rank(Q,,,J = rank(Q,,) and one 
concludes with the above remark. b + a. Let FXl c FX, (Fy’, F”‘, FY2) E CIG, 
and (yl ,y2, X, x,) E G. Suppose that a basis for xi has been chosen such 
that Qx,,, > 0, n, = rank(Q,J. By (yi, y,, x, x,) E G and FX1 c F” one has 
n, <Ft. Furthermore (Fyl, FXl, Fy2) E CIG implies by 3.4 that 
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n = rank(Q,,) = rank(Q,,,J < rank(Q,,,J = n,, hence n, = n. Familiar 
arguments now yield that FX = F”* and (Fyi, I;“, Fy*) E GIG,,,. 1 
One implication of Theorem 3.3 and its proof is that 
(F”, Fx, I;“) E GIG,,, iff it is conditional independent and the dimension of 
a minimal basis of x is minimal over all such dimensions. This statement 
follows from the equality rank(Q,,,J = rank(Q,,), valid for minimal FX, that 
is given in the proof of 3.3. 
Note that the construction procedure given in 3.5 provides a way to 
construct u-algebras that have the minimality property. Based on the decom- 
position presented in 3.1 some results may be obtained that will facilitate the 
proofs in the following two sections. This is done below. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Given yl:R-rRkl, y,:12-+Rk2, (y1,y2)EG(0,K) 
with K in the canonical variable form as given in 3.1. The notation of 3.1 is 
adopted. Then (Fyi, F’, Fy2) E GIG,,, l@j? there exists a basis for x such that 
xT=(x;,x;), x,:f?-tRky x2: 52 -+ Rklz, (Fyll, F”I, Fy*l) E GIG,,, and 
(Fyy I;-, FY**) E GIG,,, . 
ProoJ Necessity of the decomposition. By the remark preceding 2.6 and 
(Fyi, FX, Fy2) E GIG,,, it follows that 
(Fy’l V FY’2, FX, Fy2’ V Fy22) E CIG. 
Definex,:.t?-+R”, x2:12-+R”, 
x, = E[x 1 Fy”], x*=x-x,. 
Then (FX*, Fy*l) E I. Because of (Fyll, F”, Fy21) E CIG, y,, =y,, and 2.1, 
one obtains 
E[Y,, Y:, IV =E[Y,, IFXIE[yl, IF”], 
hence y,, = E[ yl, 1 FX]. Thus FXi c Fyll c F”. Furthermore, x2 = x - x, 
implies that Fx* c (F” V F”I) c F”, hence FXl V FX* = F”. Now 
(Fyll V FY12, F”1 V FX2, Fy21 V FY22) E CIG, (F**, FY”) E I, F”I c Fy”, and 
2.6 imply that (Fyll, FX’, FY21) E CIG and (Fyl*, F”*, FYZ2) E CIG. Then 
k, + k,, = rank(Q,,> = rank(Qxlx,) + raWQ,2x2) 
> rWQy,ly2,) + raWQy,2y22) = 4, + k2, 
where the inequality follows from 3.4(b). Hence equality holds throughout, 
raWQ,,,J = k1 y rank(Q& = k,, and the conclusion follows. Finally one 
may reduce the effective dimensions of x, , x,. The sufficiency of the decom- 
position is a verification using 3.3. I 
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Given y: a + Rk, y E G(0, I), x: R -+ R”, then 
(Fy, F”, FY) E GIG,,, 13 with respect to some basis x = y as. 
Proof. The elementary proof is omitted. i 
4. THE WEAK GAUSSIAN PROBABILISTIC REALIZATION PROBLEM 
In this section the weak Gaussian probabilistic realization problem is 
solved. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let a Gaussian measure G(0, K) be given on 
CR 3 k,+k, B k,+kz). Define the set of weak Gaussian probabilistic realizations 
WPR((R kl+ k2, B,, + k2)’ W, K)) 
= {(R”, B,), P: Bk,+kZ+n + [0, I] 1 if0 = Rkl+kZ+n, 
F=B k, + k2+ n, P a probability measure, 
Y~:~~R~~,Y,((wI,w~,w~))=w~, 
~z:a-tR~:~2((~,,~2,~3))=~2, 
x: L’ + R”, x((wl, w2, wJ) = We, 
then (Fyl, F”, FY3) E GIG,,, , and (y, , y2) E G(0, K)}. 
The elements (R”‘, B,,, PI), (R”2, Bfll, P2) E WPR are said to be equivalent if 
P, = P, up to a basis transformation of the underlying probability space. If a 
minimal basis is chosen for these elements, then equivalence implies that 
n, = 8,. In the following the set WPR will be identified with the set of 
equivalence classes obtained by dividing out the above equivalence relation. 
In the above definition y, ;V,, x are called canonical variables, which term 
must be distinguished from the canonical variable form defined in 3.1. 
4.2. THEOREM. Given the set WPR(Rkl+k2, Bkl’kl, G(0, K)), where a 
basis has been chosen such that the matrix K has the form as given in 3.1. 
The notation of 3.1 is adopted, Let 
WPA = {UE D::,, s E ok,,/Ck,2(U), 1 
U = diag(u, ,..., Uk,2)’ 1 > uI > u2 > ‘*’ > uk,, > O}* 
Define the map r: WPA+ WPR by 
W, S) = (R”, B,,, G(O, L)), 
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I 
I I 0:o 0 ._______ - ___-- a--_-- m-m ----- 
A I 
I 
I i 0 A “*Q 
O! I[0 0 __----__ - -__--_-_--- -- -----. 
z 0 o;z 0 Oil 
t I 
I 1 I I 
I 
0 A”* 0 /O Q/l”’ 0; Q 
ER (kl+kz+n)x(kl+kz+n) 
Then r: WPA+ WPR is well defined and a bijection. 
The solution to the weak Gaussian probabilistic realization problem is 
given by 4.2, since it classifies all minimal weak Gaussian probabilistic 
realizations and provides an algorithm to construct these realizations. The 
structure of the solution will be explained in Section 5. 
4.3. LEMMA. Given the set WPR(R2”, B2k, G(0, Z)) with Z as given in 
3.1. Let 
Q={QERkXk)Q=QT>O,A=(A-‘-A)-l, 
Q+QAA+AAQ-QAQ-A&O}. 
Define I, : Q -+ WPR by r,(Q) = (Rk, B,, G(0, L,)), where 
L, =( ;,2 d.; ;;QjER3kx3k. 
Then the map r, : Q + WPR(RZk, B2k, G(0, Z)) is well defined and a 
bijection. 
Some calculations needed in the proof of 4.3 are summarized in 
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4.4. PROPOSITION. Given AE R”‘“, as defined in 3.1, Qe R”‘“, and 
L, E R3nX3n as defined in 4.3. Assume that Q = QT. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) L,>O; 
(b) Q E Q, where Q is as defined in 4.3; 
(c) A<Q<A-‘. 
Proof. The quantity .Z, as defined in 3.1, is nonsingular and 
Elementary row and column operations now yield that L, > 0 iff 
Q>A and I - A “‘Q/l ‘I2 > 0, 
iff 
A calculation then gives the result. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (1) It will be shown that rl is well defined. If 
Q E Q then it follows from 4.4 that L, = LT > 0 and Q > 0. Then G(0, L,) is 
a valid Gaussian measure on (R3k , B3k). Denote the canonical variables by 
( y , , y, , x). Furthermore, 
Q,,,Q;,lQ,,, = A”2Q-‘QA’J2 = A = Q YIY2’ 
rank(Q,,+) = rank(A) = rank(Q,,) = rank(QA”‘) = rank(QyzX). 
By 3.3 one obtains that (Fyi, F”, FY*) E GIG,,,, and by definition of L, 
0, 3 ~2) E W 0 
(2) Surjectiveness. Because of the minimality in (FYI, FX, Fy2) E 
GIG,,, and 3.3 one may choose a basis for x of dimension k; then Q,, > 0. 
From (Fyi, FX, FY2) E CIG it follows that A = Q,,,Q;,’ Qxy,, hence Q,,, is 
nonsingular. Let x1 = A”2Q;l:x and Q = Q,,,,. Then QYIX, = A’/‘, 
QyzX, = A*‘*Q and (y,, y,, xi) E G(0, L,) with L, as given in 4.3. Because 
L, = LT > 0, it follows from 4.4 that Q E Q. 
(3) Injectiveness. As indicated in (2), one may choose a basis for the 
probability space, such that with respect to this basis the corresponding 
covariance matrix has the form L,. Hence (R”‘,Bn,,P,)= 
(R”*, Bn2, P2) E WPR implies that Q, = Q2 E Q. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. (1) It will be shown that the map r is well 
defined. Given (V, S) E WPA it is a calculation to verify that Q E Q. Using 
4.4 and linear algebra operations one obtains that L = Lr 2 0. The Gaussian 
measure G(0, L) is thus well defined. Denote the canonical variables, as 
defined in 4.1, by (y , , y2, x). Then (y, , yz) E G(0, K). Using the expression 
for L and 3.3, one concludes that (FYI, FX,FYz) E GIG,,,, and 
(R ‘, B,, G(0, L)) E WPR. 
(2) Surjectiveness. Because of the minimality in (FYI, F*, Fy2) E 
CIGfnin and 3.3, one may take a basis for x of dimension k,, + k,,. By 3.6 
there exists xI:12-‘Rkt1, x~:J-~+R~~~ such that FX = F”’ V FXZ 
(FYI‘, Fx’, FY2’) E GIG,,, and (FYI*, F”*, Fy2*) E GIG,,,. With 3.7 on: 
concludes that a basis for x, may be chosen such that x, =y,, =yzl a.s., 
hence Qyllxr = Z = Qyllx, = Q,,,, . It follows from (Fy2’, Fx2, Fyzz) E GIG,,, 
and 4.3 that there exists a Q E Q such that r,(Q) = (Rk12, Bk,, G(0, C)). Let 
A=(A-1-A)-‘,A’/2EDk:2,MERk12Xk12 
M = A “‘(Q - A) A I’*. 
Because Q E Q and by 4.4 one has Q 2 A > 0. Thus M= M’ > 0, and from 
Q E Q follows that M-M* > 0. From a result in linear algebra one may 
conclude that there exists S, E Ok,2, UE Dz,:, such that M = S, US:. Then 
O>M2-M=S,(U*-U)Sf, 
or U2 - U < 0, or if U = diag(u ,,..., z+J, then for i E Zki2, uf - t.q < 0, or 
Ui E (0, I]. Finally, take SE Ok,JCklZ(U) corresponding to S,. Note that 
one obtains the expression for Q given in 4.2. 
(3) Injectiveness. Let (R”‘, B,, , P,) = (R”?, B”*, PJ E WPR. By the 
surjectiveness of r one may associate with these (U,, S,), (U,, S,) E WPA, 
respectively. By (2) and 4.3 one has that the corresponding matrices 
Q,, Q2 E Q satisfy Q, = Q2. From the expressions for Qi, Q2 it follows that 
S, U, Sf = S, U,Sf. From linear algebra and the fact that the diagonal 
elements of U, , U, are decreasingly ordered, one deduces that U, = U, . Then 
S:S, U, = U,S:S,. Because S,, S, E Ok12/Ckll(U,) and by definition of 
Ck,2(U,) one concludes that S, = S,. 1 
5. THE STRONG GAUSSIAN PROBABILISTIC REALIZATION PROBLEM 
In this section the strong Gaussian probabilistic realization problem is 
solved. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Given a complete probability space (a, F, P) and three 
Gaussian random variables defined on it y, : a--+ Rkl, y, : ~2 + Rk2, 
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v:Q-iR” with (y,, y,, v) E G(0, L). Define the set of strong Gaussian 
probabilistic realizations 
SPR(R k,+k,+m ,B k,+k?+m, WL)) 
= {(R”, B,), Fx E F 1 x: ~2 -+ R”, Fx = a({~}), 
(FYZ, FX, Fy2) E CIG,i,, F” c F”’ V Fy2 V F”, (y,, y,, v, x) E G}. 
In the above definition v represents additional information on which the o- 
algebra FX may be based. It is clear that for an arbitrary Gaussian random 
variable w  representing external information, one may construct a Gaussian 
random variable v such that FU c F”, (F”, FYI V Fy2) E I, and 
Fy’ V Fy2 VFW = Fyl V Fy= V F’. 
5.2. THEOREM. Given a complete probability space (f2, F, P) with three 
Gaussian random variables defined on it y, : R + Rkl, y2 : f2 --, Rk2, 
v:S2--tRm, (y,,y,,v)EG(O,L), where 
Lzz K O 
( ) 0 I, 
with K as given in 3.1. The notation of 3.1 is adopted. Let 
SPA = tt’h, n,, ‘h) E N:,,, u, E Di3”, s E o,,l/c,,z(v), 
HE R”xXm In,+n,+n,=k,,,HH’=Z,,3, 
U3 = diag(u,,, . . . . u3,,), 1 > u3i > uX2 > ... > u~,,~ > 0, 
U = blockdiag(Z,2, U,, O,,)}. 
Define the map r: SPA-+ SPR(Rk1+k2tm, Bkltkztm, G(0, L)), r(n,, n,, n3, 
U, , S, H) = (R ‘, B, , FX), where 
n = k,, + k12, A = (A -1 -A)-‘, A”‘ED+ kt2’ 
U = blockdiag(Z,,, U,, O,,), p, = A -“*S(Z - u) ST/l “*A “2, 
p, =A -‘/2SuS*/1 -‘/2A 112, p, =A -‘/2S(u- uz)‘/2 
x:Q-,R”, 
x= 
Yll 
P,Y,,+P*Y,,+P,v * 
Then, with respect to the given basis for (y,, y,, v), r is well defined and a 
bijection. 
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The solution to the strong Gaussian probabilistic realization problem is 
provided by Theorem 5.2, since it classifies all strong realizations and gives 
an algorithm to construct all these realizations. The structure of the represen- 
tation of FX may be illustrated as follows: Let U= blockdiag(Z,,, U,, O,,) 
and x’ = (XT, XT) as indicated in 5.2. Then, up to a transformation, the first 
n, components of x2 consist only of elements of y,,, the last n, components 
of x2 consist only of elements of ylz, while the remaining n3 components 
consist of elements of y?i, y,, and v jointly. 
5.3. LEMMA. Given (~2, F, P) with three Gaussian random variables 
definedon ityl:12+Rk, y2:12-+Rk, v:a+R”‘, (y,,y,,v)EG(O,L), 
E R(Zk+m)x(Zk+m) 
3 
where C is as defined in 3.1. Let 
SPA,={QER kXk,PjERkXmlA :=(/l-‘-A)-‘, 
Q=Q’~O,Q+QAA+A/iQ-QAQ-A=P,P:}. 
Define the map r, : SPA, + SPR(R2k+m, BZk+,,,, G(0, L)) by r,(Q, P3) = 
(R k, B,, FX), where 
P, = (Z-QA)A”‘(Z-A2)-1, P2=(Q-A)A”‘(Z-A’)-‘, 
x:n+Rk, X=P,Y, +p,y,+p,v, F” = a( {x)). 
Then, with respect to the given basis for ( y, , y,, v) the map r, is well defined 
and a bijection. 
Proof: (1) Some equalities are derived first. Note that E is nonsingular 
and its inverse may be found in the proof of 4.4. Then P,, P, satisfy 
(P, P2) = (A “2 QA “2) - ‘, (P1P2)~ ;: 
( 1 
=QAQ+A-QAA-A/IQ. 
2 
(2) To show that r is well defined let (Q, P3) E SPA,. Then F” is well 
defined. It is then a calculation to show that QY,x =/i “2, QY,, =/i 1’2Q, and 
with (1) above and (Q, P3) E SPA, that 
p: 
OG Q,,= (P,P,)~ PT 
( 1 
+P,P;=QAQ+A-Q/IA-AAQ+P,P;=Q. 
2 
Now Q=Q’>O and 
Q+QAA+A/iQ-QkQ-A=P,P:>O 
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imply by 4.4 that Q > /1 > 0. Then 
Qy,y, =A =A"2Q-1QA1'2 = Q,,,Q;x Qxy2t 
raWQ,,J = raWQ,J = rank(Q,,h 
and by 3.3, (FYI, F”, FY2) E GIG,,,. Thus ri(Q, P3) = (R k, B,, F’) E SPR. 
(3) Surjectiveness. Let (Rk, B,, Fx) E SPR. As in the proof of 4.3(2), 
one may choose a basis for x such that if Q = Q,,, then Q,,, = n “*, 
Qy,, = /1 “‘Q. Using (l), one obtains 
E[xIFY~ V FY2] = (LI’~* QLI”~).-’ 
Let z:R+Rk, z=x-P*y,-P*y,. Then F’ c F y* V Fy2 V FL’ 3 = is 
independent of (yi , y2), and (y, , yz, v, z) E G, hence there exists a 
P, E R kX m such that z = P, v. Furthermore, 
P,P:=E[zz=]=Q-(P,P2)C =Q+QAA+hlQ-Q/IQ-A. 
Thus (Q, P3) E SPA,. 
(4) Injectiveness. Let r,(Q,,P,,)=(Rk,Bk,FX’)=(Rk,Bk,FX2)= 
r,(Q2, P,,) E SPR. Suppose that for x, , x2 a basis has been chosen as in (3). 
Because F”’ = Fx2 c FYI V FYz V I;“, (y, ,y2, v, x,) E G and (y,, y,, v, x2) E 
G, there exists a nonsingular S E RkXk such that x2 = Sx,. Let 
Xl = PII Yl + PI2 Y2 + P13b x2 = p2, Y, + p22 Y, + p,,v* 
Then 
~2,Yl+~22Y2+~23~=~~,,Yl~s~,2Y2+sP,~v, 
WI, -P,d = -(SP,* - P**) 4 
w,, - P,,)A = -w,, -P,,), p,, = sp,,. 
Using the expressions for P,, , P12, P,, , P,, and performing some 
calculations, one obtains 
SP,,-P21= [(S-Z)-(SQ,-Q2)A]A1’2(Z-A2)-1, 
SP,*-P,,= [(SQ,-Q2)-(S-Z)A]A”2(Z-A2)-‘, 
(S-Z)(Z-A2)=04=Z, 
(Q,-Q,>V-A*)=O+Q,=Q2, P*3=P,,. I 
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. (1) It will be shown that r is well defined. Given 
(n,, n,, n3, U,, U,, S, H) E SPA. A calculation then shows that 
Q :=E[x2x;] = (P1P2)X +A-“*S(U- U*)S*A-“* 
= A - ‘f’SuS*A -“2 + A, 
Q Y12X1 = A I/*, Q,,,,, = A ‘12Q, Q+QAA+AAQ-QAQ-A>O0. 
By Q = Q’ > 0, the above inequality, and 4.4, one obtains that Q > A > 0. 
Then 3.3(b) follows and thus (FYI, FX, Fyz) E CIG,i,. Hence 
r(n,,n,,n,,U,,S,H)=(R”,B,,F”)ESPR. 
(2) Surjectiveness. Let (R”, B,, Fx) E SPR. As in (2) of the proof of 
4.2 it follows that there exists x, : 0 -+ Rkll, x2 : a + Rkj2 such that 
(FYI’, Frl, Fyzl) E GIG,,,, x, =yi,, (FYI*, FX2, FY2*) E CIG,i,, and FX = 
F”’ V Fxz. Then (Fyi*, FXZ, FY*I) E CIG,i, and 5.3 imply that there exists 
(Q, P3) E SPA, such that r,(Q, P3) = (Rkl*, Bkll, Fx*). Then 
Q+QAA+AAQ-QAQ-A=P,P;, 
and withMERk’2Xk12 M :=A”*(Q-A)A”* 7 , 
P, P: = A - “*(M - M*) A - ‘I* > 0, M=M*>/O. 
Because M = MT > 0, there exists U E Di,:, S, E Ok12, such that 
M = S, US:. Let S E Ok12/Ckll(U) be the element corresponding to S,. Let 
(n, ,n2, n,) E N:,, be respectively the number of diagonal elements of U that 
are in (01, {l), (0, 1) Note that because the diagonal elements of U are by 
convention decreasingly ordered, one has the decomposition 
U = blockdiag(Z,,, U,, O,,), where U, = diag(u,, ,..., ur,,) with 1 > uj, > 
U32 > ‘-* > u3,x > 0. Let V, E RnZXm, V, E RnxX”‘, V3 E R”lXm, 
= S*A ‘f*P 3’ 
Then P,PT =A -‘/*(M - M*)A-‘I* =A -‘/*S(U - IJ’) S*A -I/‘, implies that 
v, = 0, v, = 0, V2V~=U3-U~. Take (U, - U:)-1’2 E Di,, H = 
(U, - @-‘I2 V, E R”3Xm. Then HH* = Z,,. 
(3) Injectiveness. Let r(n,,,n,,,n,,, U13,S1,H1)=r(n21,n22,n23, 
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Uz3, S,, Hz) E SPR. As indicated in (2) there exists (Q,, P,,) = (Q2, P,,) 
corresponding to these elements. From the expression 
and a similar expression for Q2, it follows that S, U, ST = S, U,S:. Because 
of a result in linear algebra and the convention of Di,:, one obtains that 
T  U13 = U,, and n,, = nzl, n12 = nz2, n,3 = nz3. Furthermore, S, S, U,3 = 
U,,S:S, and S,, S, E Ok,2/CkIZ(U,3) imply that S, = S,. Finally, 
0 
A -1’2S1(U,, - U;3)“2 
t 1 
0 
H, = P,3 = P,, = A -“2S2(U,, - U;,)“’ 
0 i ) 
H, 
0 
imply that H, = H,. I 
A final point is the relationship between the minimal splitting o-algebras. 
In deterministic linear system theory all minimal realizations are in some 
sense equivalent. What remains of this property in the case under discussion? 
Define, on the set 
the relation 
SPR(R k,+k2+m ,B kl+k~+m’G(O,L)h 
R = {((R”‘, B,,,FX’), (R”2, Bn2,FX2)) E SPR x SPR 1 
the maps xi + E[exp(iu’x,) ) FX1], 
x2 -+ E[exp(iuTx,) ( FX2] 
are injective on their support}. 
The interpretation of this relation is that two minimal u-algebras are R- 
related, if, given the conditional measure of one state on another, one can 
uniquely recover the value of the second state and conversely. This definition 
is compatible with that of probabilistic observability and probabilistic 
reconstructability as given in 3.2. From the remark following 3.2 one 
concludes that 
(R”‘, B,,, F”‘), (R”?, Bn2, G”*) E SPR 
are R-related iff 
n 1 = n2, for minimal bases, and 
raWQxlxJ = raWQx2x2)y 
rank(Qx2x,) = raWQ,,,,)- 
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The question is whether R is an equivalence relation and whether all 
elements of SPR are R-related. The answer to both questions is negative. 
Consider the following example: 
5.4. EXAMPLE. Giveny,,y,,u:Q+R, (Y,,Y~,~)EG(O,L) 
1 f 0 
L= f 1 0, 
( 1 0 0 1 
x,,x2:f2+R 
Then 
xl = (fi/4)Y, + (fi/4)Y2 + (\/2/V b 
x2 = (fi/4)Yr + (fi/4)y2 - (d/z) 0. 
(Fyi, Fxl, FY2) E CI,,, , (Fy’, Fyi, Fy*) E CI,,,, (Fy’, F+, Fy’) E CImin, 
fank(Qy,x,) = raWQ,,,J = raWQyiyi) = rank(Q,,,,), 
raMQxrY,) = raWQyly,) = rank(Qx2J = raWQY,x2h 
raWQxlx2) # raWQx,J 
The proof of these statements is based on elementary calculations and 
application of the results of Section 3. The conclusion of this example is that 
R is not an equivalence relation and that not all elements of SPR are R- 
related. 
With the knowledge of the example 5.4 one might conjecture that R is an 
equivalence relation when it is restricted to 
SPR(R k1 +k2v 4, +k2, W, K)) 
meaning that no external information u is present, see 5.1. This conjecture 
however, is false also. 
5.5. EXAMPLE. Lety,,y,:a~R*(y,,y*)EG(O,K), 
K= 
1 omo 
0 f 
&3: 10 
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x,, x2 : R + R * be defined by the formula’s of 5.2 with 
Then 
(FYI, FX’, FYZ) E CI,,“, (FYI, FX2, Fy2) E CImin, (FYI, FYI, Fy2) E CImin, 
raWQy,x,) = raWQ,,J = rank(Qylyr) = raWQ,,,J 
rank(Q,,,) = rank(Qy,y,) = rank(Qx,J = rank(Q,,J~ 
rank(Qx,J = 1 # 2 = rank(Qx,J. 
Proof. The conditional independence and the minimality follow directly 
from 5.2. If 
XI = PI, Yl + P12Y2, x2 = p2, YI + p22 Y, 
with P,, , I’,, , P,, , P,, related to S, , U, , S,, U, as in 5.2, then a calculation 
shows that 
Q,,,, = A + A -“*S, U,STS2U2S;A-I’*, 
rank(Q,,,,) = rank(A”2Q,,,2A”2) = rank(AA + S, U,STS, U,ST) = 1. ti 
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